Belanger earns Wayne Hunt McElwee Faculty Award

Blake Belanger, associate professor in the College of Architecture, Planning & Design, or APDesign, and professional landscape architect and member of the American Society of Landscape Architects, is the 2015 Wayne Hunt McElwee Faculty Award recipient. The award is given to a faculty member for being an outstanding teacher as designated by the dean of the APDesign based upon the recommendations of both students and faculty.

Belanger teaches landscape architecture, site planning and urban design across disciplines in APDesign as well as advises graduate students. His
scholarship focuses on design process, with an emphasis on mapping methods and photo montage. His pedagogical approach is based on inspiration, creativity, interdisciplinary collaboration, critical thinking and community engagement. He has led or co-led numerous service-learning projects with communities in Kansas, Missouri and Colorado, many of which have been recognized with regional awards.

Michael Gibson receives Treanor Architects Faculty Award

The College of Architecture, Planning & Design's new Treanor Architects Faculty Award has been presented to Michael Gibson, assistant professor of architecture. This award recognizes one faculty member who best exemplifies the tie between practice and academy and who, in the last year, leveraged the relationship with his or her professional organizations and/or practices to advance students' knowledge, opportunities and research.

In the last school year, Gibson and his fifth-year architectural design studio, also named the "Curtain Wall Studio: Innovation in Curtain Wall Assembly Systems," worked closely with the profession, teaming up with Manko Window Systems in Manhattan and BNIM Architects in Kansas City.

Heintzelman, Kremer prizes awarded to Master of Architecture graduates for outstanding work

Outstanding design work by fifth-year students in the architecture program at Kansas State University's College of Architecture, Planning & Design, or APDesign, has been recognized with the Heintzelman and Kremer prizes.

The Heintzelman Prize is presented annually for outstanding individual design achievements by students in the final semester of the professional Master of Architecture degree program. The 2015 winner is Dain Susman, Master of Architecture.
graduate, Marion, for his project "The Triangle," which was completed in the fifth-year architectural design studio led by the Steven Ehrlich, the visiting Regnier chair, and Genevieve Baudoin assistant professor of architecture.

[MORE]

Faculty Contracts

Attention Faculty: Your FY16 contracts are in your mailbox and need to be returned by Friday. If you would like your contract mailed please let Sharon know.

APDPro

CES is open during the summer 8-noon and 1-5. Set up an appointment to search for full-time positions, gear up for internships, or look for part-time on and off campus positions. Appointments can include: resume critiques, cover letter writing, mock interviews, salary negotiations, and job/internship searching.